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THE STATIONS OF THE CROSS with its established sequence

of fourteen works, supplemented by an additional painting, is the

frame of reference for this exhibition. Barnett Newman's black or

white paintings on raw canvas constitute an important segment in

the artist's total work. They are here presented as the first one man

show of this distinguished painter held in an American museum.

The exhibition and catalogue have been prepared by Lawrence

Alloway, Curator of the Guggenheim Museum.

Thomas M. Messer, Director





STATEMENT

Lema Sabachthani—why? Why did you forsake me? Why forsake me? To

what purpose? Why?

This is the Passion. This outcry of Jesus. Not the terrible walk up the Via Dolorosa,

but the question that has no answer.

This overwhelming question that does not complain, makes today's talk of

alienation, as if alienation were a modern invention, an embarrassment. This question

that has no answer has been with us so long—since Jesus—since Abraham—since Adam

—the original question.

Lema? To what purpose—is the unanswerable question of human suffering.

Can the Passion be expressed by a series of anecdotes, by fourteen sentimental

illustrations? Do not the Stations tell of one event?

The first pilgrims walked the Via Dolorosa to identify themselves with the

original moment, not to reduce it to a pious legend; nor even to worship the story of

one man and his agony, but to stand witness to the story of each man's agony; the agony

that is single, constant, unrelenting, willed—world without end.

"The ones who are born are to die

Against thy will art thou formed

Against thy will art thou born

Against thy will dost thou live

Against thy will die."

Jesus surely heard these words from the "Pirke Abot", "The Wisdom of the

Fathers".

No one gets anybody's permission to be born. No one asks to live. Who can

say he has more permission than anybody else?

Barnett Newman
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THE STATIONS OF THE CROSS AND THE SUBJECTS OF THE ARTIST

Newman did not begin these paintings with the idea of The Stations in mind. The first

two paintings were done early in 1958 in Brooklyn Heights, where he lived from 1956 to 1958.

There was some question in his mind of titling them so that they might constitute a pair, such

as Adam and Eve, but he decided against this. Then, as he has said, "I knew I would do more"

and in 1960 he painted two, the same size, also in pure black on raw canvas, with comparable

phasing of the vertical bands. All four have a solid black left edge and a modulated band, rather

more than two-thirds across the canvas, to the right. In the first, plumes of dry brush marks

expand around a narrow band; in the second a narrow band is outlined in black and set off-

center in a wider grey band; in the third a narrow solid and a narrow plumed band adjoin; and

in the fourth a narrow band, freely contoured, is set in a flowing black band. It was after the

fourth that he realized the number and meaning of the work on which he was engaged. In

December 1961 he exhibited what is still the first painting of the Stations as a single work under

the title of Station. The work was subsequently reproduced as The Series, 1 (1), but there

can be no doubt that the Stations theme was now a definite project in Newman's mind.

The discovery of a subject that proposed fixed limits did not mean that Newman
could now work easily by filling in a given schema. In 1962 he produced two more paintings,

the Fifth and Sixth, in 1964 three paintings, in 1965 three, and the two final paintings were begun

in 1965 and finished early in 1966. Thus Newman's Stations were arrived at through a process of

self-recognition. This fact alone is sufficient to separate them from commissioned works on the
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subject in which the number of Stations and the incidents appropriate to each Station are

clearly known in advance. Newman worked, first, without pre-knowledge of group or cycle;

then, as a result of developing possibilities within the work itself, he accepted a definition that

partially determined the future course of the series. It became a project, a speculative extension

into the future, demanding paintings for its realization. This method of learning from the

initial staged work is parallel to the kind of responsiveness that Jackson Pollock revealed in

single paintings. He would make a mark and then develop or oppose it by other marks until

he reached a point at which he had exhausted the work's cues to him to act further. Newman

has demonstrated the possibility of such awareness operating not in terms of visual judgment

and touch within one painting, but as a source of structure for a series. A comparable extension

of improvisation beyond the formal limits of the single work occurred in Newman's litho-

graphs 18 Cantos which "really started as three, grew to seven, then eleven, then fourteen, and

finished as eighteen" (2).

The reproduction of a series by Newman is an unexpected development in his work.

Lnlike other artists of his generation, given to numbering their paintings and to production

in runs, he has consistently defined his work by separate titles, a verbal statement of the auton-

omy of each work. Newman has observed: "I think it would be very well if we could title

pictures by identifying the subject matter so that the audience could be helped. I think that the

question of titles is purely a social phenomenon. The story is more or less the same when you

can identify them" (3). Without relegating any of the painting's function to language he indi-

cates a relation of usefulness between verbal and visual elements.

The fact that Newman has now painted a series does not, in fact, dissolve the com-

pactness and solidity on which his earlier work seems predicated. His art has never been the

continuous record of the artist's life, in which each work records a unique phase of an artist's

sensibility. Under the terms of serial painting the continuity of sequels tends to override

the determinate form of each single work. One problem of working in serial form is knowing

when to stop. The inventiveness, energy, and, perhaps, patience of the artist become the decisive

factors. Motherwell's Elegies for the Spanish Republic, for example, are open-ended; they

constitute a series that does not seem to be bound by any known limits. The proliferation of

the series involves us in the personality of the artist. Newman, on the other hand, in The Stations

of the Cross is working with a subject which is personal but regulated by number. Although one

cannot link his individual works with particular Stations of the Via Dolorosa, the number

fourteen is both an absolute limit and a symbol; more or less than this number would make

it impossible to recognize any connections with the declared iconography. Thus Newman's

series embodies an order inseparable from the meaning of the work.

The subject of the Stations of the Cross is a late development in Christian iconography.

It was not until the seventeenth century that it developed in its modern form, as an expansion

of a briefer early theme. From the fifteenth century there are numerous representations of the

\^ay of the Cross, in the form of Seven Falls (a holy number extrapolated from the fullest

account of the events in St. Luke). These were: Christ carrying the Cross, The First Fall, Christ

meets Mary, the Second Fall, Veronica hands Him the face-cloth, The Third Fall, Entombment.

In this form Christ, who carries the Cross alone in St. John, is aided by Simon and accompanied

by a procession, including the grieving women (from St. Luke). This theme, with accompanying

devotional exercises, spread in Germany, but not elsewhere, in the sixteenth century. Codified

in devotional manuals it was doubled in length in the seventeenth century. Pope Innocent XI
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granted the Franciscans the right to erect Stations in their churches in 1686, and in 1731

Clement XII fixed the number at fourteen. The customary sequence of the Stations is now : Christ

condemned to death, Christ carrying the Cross, the First Fall, Christ meets Mary, Simon helps

to carry the Cross, Veronica hands Him the face-cloth, the Second Fall, He comforts the women,

the Third Fall, He is stripped of His garments, the Crucifixion, the death of Christ, the Depo-

sition, the Entombment.

It may be objected that paintings in which one cannot recognize, for example, Christ

condemned to death or Christ carrying the Cross are not Stations of the Cross at all. How-

ever, apart from the number symbolism there are other grounds for supporting Newman's

title. As Newman said, "the artist's intention is what gives a specific thing form" (4). It is also

possible to parallel the paintings with Christ's journey on the basis of an analogy between the

events of the subject matter and the event of painting the series. The order of the paintings is

the chronological order of their execution. Thus the subject matter is not only a source to

Newman but, in addition, a parallel with aspects of his own life, so that the original event and

the paintings are related like type and antetype in the Testaments. This is an expansion (though

on a more ambitious scale than anything earlier) of an idea central to Newman's thought. He

has always insisted on the non-functional origins of speech and, hence, of art. "The God Image,

not pottery, was the first manual act." "What is the explanation of the seemingly insane drive of

man to be painter and poet if it is not an act of defiance against man's fall and an assertion that

he return to the Adam of the Garden of Eden?" (5). The mythic has always been natural to

Newman, not only as the subject matter of paintings but assimilated as analogy, as metaphor,

in the creative act itself.

Although obviously Newman's Stations are a radical departure from existing Stations

by other artists, there is a fundamental connection between them and traditional iconography.

Pilgrims tracing the presumed Via Sacra at the original site, the devout who visited chapels

spaced as at Jerusalem (for example the early fifteenth century series of chapels at the Domini-

can friary, Cordova) or who followed the sequential displays in Franciscan churches, were all

engaged in a participative experience. Even the Stations in a church constituted an analogic

pilgrimage. The worshipper reduced the historical distance between himself and Christ, or to

put it another way, Christ's suffering is eternal. As the Stations are outside the Liturgy they

were free to be experienced in terms of spectator participation (as in the dramatic and pathetic

paintings of Domenico Tiepolo painted for Sta. Paolo, Venice in 1748^49.) On the Via Sacra

itself, in spatial simulations of Jerusalem, or in condensed sequence, the succession of Stations

encouraged identification and parallelism with Christ. The spectator's time and Christ's time

coincided. In Newman's Stations what had been the experience of the spectator has become the

experience of the artist. Thus the lack of a full panoply of iconographic cues should not allow

us to think that Newman's paintings are any fourteen.

Newman has emphasized that he regards the Stations as phases of a continuous agony

and not as a series of separate episodes, in which he is basically at one with traditional icono-

graphy (although he did not research it beforehand). One consequence of this view is that it would

be a serious misreading of the work to consider it in formal terms as a theme and variations.

Theme-and-variation readings are applicable neither to the subject matter nor to the restriction

of means to black or white paint on raw canvas, because such a form assumes a first statement

(giving the theme) accompanied by modifications. In fact, there is no such key to the Stations

of the Cross, which have to be experienced as a unit of fourteen continuous parts.
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Newman has proposed a modification of traditional iconography heyond that of his

reductive imagery (6). He has added the last words of Christ on the Cross, his last words as a

man. to the Stations : Lama Sabachtani (to use the King James version, though Newman pre-

fers James Moffatt's version, Lema Sabachthani) (7). To add "My God, my God, why hast thou

forsaken me" (or, as Moffatt has it, "My God, my God, why forsake me") is to emphasize the

unity of the Passion and, as it were, to replace duration by spreading the climax of the Passion

over its earlier phases. Indeed so strong is Newman's sense of the unity of the fourteen paint-

ings that he regards the group as a cry. Christ's question is, as it were, the irreducible human

content of the Passion, the human cry which has been muffled by official forms of later Church

art. In the four years' gap between the Fourth and Fifth Stations there is a picture which must be

linked with this concept of the series as a cry. This is a big painting Shining Forth (To George),

which is painted in black on raw canvas. A slim band on the left, a wide one in the center,

and two frayed tracks of black parted to define a narrow open band on the right, echo elements

from the Stations. The painting, as the title declares, is commemorative of the artist's brother

who died in February 1961. Thus, a personal experience of death occurred soon after Newman
had decided what his theme was to be, a confirmation of the universality of Christ's death.

In 1948. an early date for such a statement, Newman published a text on the sublime,

a key document for his own intentions and of central relevance to post-war New York painting.

He identified his own work with the sublime which, as an esthetic concept, condenses "man's

natural desire for the exalted" (8). Rudolf Otto, in The Idea of the Holy, proposes the sublime

as "the most effective means of representing the numinous" (9). Influenced by sublime esthe-

tics, as well as by religious tradition, he instances "magnitude", "darkness", "silence", and

"emptiness" as sublime. These terms apply, with some precision, to aspects of Newman's

work, whereas traditional formal analysis (dealing in the balancing of discrete and contrasted

units) does not. In the past this iconographic theme of the Stations has not been the occasion

of the works that are usually considered to be the high points of Christian art. Newman's series

is not being implicitly backed by a tradition of art and iconography which will feed his own

paintings. On the contrary, though the Stations have been important devotionally, the pro-

cessional requirement usually consigned them to the aisles or columns of churches ; serviceable

function rather than star position (like an altarpiece) was the point. Though Newman is con-

cerned with the Passion of Christ he has taken it in one of its least familiar and least historically

prestigious forms.

The celebration of primitive art in the earlier twentieth century assumed a break

between modern art and Christian-Hebraic-Classical culture. The affinity of the modern artist

and primitive art was used to criticize the complexities and ambivalence of our own tradition

in comparison to the primitivist's view of primitive art and culture. Common to Newman and

to Northwest Indian or Pre-Columbian artists, about whom he has written, is a concern with

the mythic and with cosmogonies. Thus his appreciation of primitive art is part of the same

impulse that led him to use Hebraic and Classical titles for his paintings and, now, a Christian

theme. Newman can use the Stations of the Cross as a metaphysical occasion, without sacri-

ficing the intimacy and elaboration of our own tradition or the vividness and impact of other

tribes' beliefs. In fact, Newman's viewpoint is sufficiently wide, his independence sufficiently

rigorous, for him to consider transformations of Renaissance art as well as parallelisms with

primitive art. In fact, the form that his continuities take are often more radical than slogans

of revolution and change.
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Newman, reflecting on the human figure as a subject, observed: "In the art of the

Western world, it has always stayed an object, a grand heroic one, to be sure, or one of beauty,

yet no matter how glorified, an object nontheless" (10). Then, a few years later, he used sculp-

ture as an occasion to argue that the hero having become an unusable image, the gestures he

once made, as in the Renaissance, must now be made without the support of the body, as an

object. "By insisting on the heroic gesture, and on the gesture only, the artist has made the heroic

style the property of each one of us, transforming, in the process, this style from an art that is

public to one that is personal" (11). Gesture becomes the artist's act, not that of his subject,

and in this form is accessible without the particularities of musculature and drapery. Thus,

when Newman paints the Stations of the Cross in terms of his gesture, he is taking possession

of the traditional theme on his own terms, but these terms include his homage to the original

content. His concern with religious and mythical content never delivers an idol but a presence.

The presence is one that the artist shares with any evoked hero or god because it is in his work

that the presence is constructed and revealed.

The Stations of the Cross is an iconographic theme that requires a serial embodiment

in space. (Matisse's Stations in La Chapelle du Rosaire, Vence are exceptional in that the epi-

sodes are drawn on one surface across the East wall, with the movement of the spectator reduced

to a left-right-left reading of numbered scenes.) The spatial structure of the Stations recalls

Newman's project for a synagogue in 1963 in which he was necessarily dealing with problems

of three-dimensional symbolism. The action of the ritual determines the form of the architec-

ture, so that the worship of the congregation becomes a structure, and not merely an activity

within a container. Although Newman's Stations have no obligatory arrangement (something

of the flexibility of easel painting is retained), they need to be adjacent, so that repetitions

and cross-references can perform identifying and expressive roles. Flexible as the paintings

are, their spatial unity, as a group, is essential to their meaning.

Newman's large paintings, such as Vir Heroicus Sublimis 1950-51 and Cathedra

1951, are relevant here. In a statement written for an early one-man exhibition he stated : "There

is a tendency to look at large pictures from a distance. The large pictures in this exhibition

are intended to be seen from a short distance" (12). Large, one-color paintings, viewed close

up produce effects of space as magnitude (as external coordinates diminish), of engulfment

by color; in short a participative space. This reduction of optimum spectator distance from

the work of art is comparable to the reduction of formal elements in his paintings, avoiding

diversification and elaboration to preserve the wholistic character of each work. Newman's

sense of space, explains his great feeling for the Indian Burial Mounds in the mid-West seen

in 1949, after he had manifested an interest in working large. It is not that these shapes in

the earth initiated his interest, but they coincided with his personal sense of space, simplicity,

and the human monument.

The recurrent image in the Stations is of two bands, variously defined, that modulate

the field of raw canvas. The canvas is blond in color and slightly flecked and Newman has success-

fully precipitated the untouched ground into color. It is given color relationally by the black

or the white that it carries. In the three white paintings (nine through eleven) the canvas is

very different in appearance from the black paintings. The fact that he used oil paint and three

different synthetic media reveals his awareness of the function of color in the series, not only

in its relational aspects but as a physical property. Different blacks occur from one painting

to another and, sometimes, within one painting. Thus the series as a whole is, for all its im-
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pression of austerity, constitutes a highly nuanced system. Another difference can he seen by

comparing a bare black painting, such as the Fifth Station, with more extensively covered

paintings, such as the Seventh or Thirteenth Station. The standard size of the series dilates

and contracts, rises and falls, according to the proportion and emphasis of the bands. Thus the

organization is not restricted to internal divisions of planes and contrasts of forms. All the formal

changes, involving as they do areas that cross the total surface, are wholistic in character. It is

this largeness and unity in his work, perhaps, that has encouraged notions about the "hypo-

thetical extendability of his areas and bands of color" (13). The Sublime in art may be majestic

and vast but this is not the same as continuous and amorphous. Such an idea would link Newman
and Mondrian with whose geometry Newman's art demonstrates, in fact, no kinship. Mondrian

regarded his lines as bits of a universal grid that ran on beyond the work of art, an image,

which, though not literally true, expresses his belief in painting as symbolic of universal order.

Though Newman's art raises major issues, of the Passion and Death as in the Stations, for example,

he does not do so as the basis of absolutes. Man is the center of Newman's world-picture and

it is from man that art originates. Art is, therefore, centrifugal to man and not, as in Mondrian,

our glimpse of absolute truth existing separately from us.

Lawrence Alloway

NOTES

1. Cleve Gray. "The Art in America Show", Art in America, New York, vol. 49, no. 4, 1961, p. 94.
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4. Ibid., p. 18.

5. Bibliography no. 9.
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First Station. 1958.



Second Station. 1958.
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Third Station. I960.



Fourth Station. I960.
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Fifth Station. 1962.



Sixth Station. 1962.



Seventh Station. 1964.



Eighth Station. 1964.



Ninth Station. 1%4.



Tenth Station. 1965.



Eleventh Station. 1965.
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Twelfth Station. 1965.



Thirteenth Station. 1 965—66.



Fourteenth Station. 1965-66.
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Be, II. 1961-64. Acrylic and oil on canvas, 80 x 72". Lent by the artist.
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The fetish and the ornament, blind and mute, impress

only those who cannot look at the terror of Self. The self,

terrible and constant, is for me the subject matter of paint-

ing and sculpture. (Bibliography no. 22.)
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